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QUANTUM-LIKE APPROACH TO FINANCIAL RISK:QUANTUM ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE�E.W. PiotrowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of BiaªystokLipowa 41, 15-424 Biaªystok, Polande-mail: ep�alpha.uwb.edu.pland J. SªadkowskiInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Polande-mail: sladk�us.edu.pl(Reeived Otober 12, 2001)We ontinue the analysis of quantum-like desription of market phe-nomena and eonomis. We show that it is possible to de�ne a risk inlina-tion operator ating in some Hilbert spae that has a lot of ommon withquantum desription of the harmoni osillator. The approah has roots inthe reently developed quantum game theory and quantum omputing. Aquantum anthropi priniple is formulated.PACS numbers: 02.50.Le, 03.67.�a, 03.65.Bz1. Nonommutative quantum mehanisThe term nonommutative quantum mehanis is misleading as it sug-gests that there might exist something like ommutative quantum mehan-is. In fat quantum theory possesses various types of nonommutativitybuilt in sine its infany. Nowadays the adjetive �nonommutative� re�etsthe possibility that the spae variables x̂i might not ommute. This sortof generalizations has its roots in M-theory (branes), deformation quantiza-tion, Weyl quantization and uriosity [1℄. This is, of ourse, onneted with� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001. (3873)



3874 E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowskithe Connes program [2�4℄. Among various possible generalizations the mostpopular one are [x̂i; x̂j ℄ = i�ij ; �ij 2 C ; (1a)[x̂i; x̂j ℄ = iCijkx̂k ; Cijk 2 C ; (1b)x̂ix̂j = q�1R̂ijklx̂kx̂l ; R̂ijkl 2 C : (1)In all these ases the index i takes values from 1 to N . We shall supposethat the appropriate algebra Ax has a unit element [2,3℄. Eqs. (1b) and (1)desribe the so alled Lie algebrai and quantum group generalizations, re-spetively. Here we would be interested in a generalization of the form givenby Eq. (1a) whih may be traed bak to works of Weyl [5℄ and Moyal [6℄.2. Quantum market gamesIt was a omplete surprise for us to �nd the University of Bolognapreprint entitled Quantum Mehanis and Mathematial Eonomis are Iso-morphi and written by Lambertini [7℄. When the preprint appeared wewere atually working on the diret appliation of reently developed quan-tum game theory [8�10℄ in eonomis [11�16℄. The Lambertini's paper wasa further inentive to work harder. In the �standard� quantum game theoryone tries in some sense to quantize an operational desription of �lassial�versions of the game being analyzed. It usually enlarges the set of admissi-ble strategies in a nontrivial way. We follow a di�erent route. The marketplayers strategies are desribed in terms of state vetors j i belonging tosome Hilbert spae H [12, 13, 15℄. The probability densities of revealing theplayers', say Alie and Bob, intentions are desribed in terms of randomvariables p and q: jhqj iAj2Ah j iA jhpj iBj2Bh j iB dqdp ; (2)where hqj iA is the probability amplitude of o�ering the prie q by Aliewho wants to buy and the demand omponent of her state is given by j iA 2HA. Bob's amplitude hpj iB is interpreted in an analogous way (oppositeposition). Of ourse, the �intentions� q and p usually do not result in theaomplishment of the transation [13℄. If one onsiders the following fats[11, 17, 18℄:� error theory: seond moments of a random variable desribe errors,� M. Markowitz's portfolio theory (Nobel Prize 1990),� L. Bahelier's theory of options: the random variable q2+p2 measuresjoint risk for a buying-selling stok transation (Merton & Sholes wonNobel Prize in 1997)



Quantum-Like Approah to Finanial Risk . . . 3875then it seems reasonable to de�ne an observable the risk inlination operator:H(Pk;Qk) := (Pk � pk0)22m + m!2(Qk � qk0)22 ; (3)where pk0 := kh jPk j ikkh j ik , qk0 := kh jQk j ikkh j ik , ! := 2�� . The variable � denotesharateristi time of transation [11℄ whih is, roughly speaking, an averagetime span between two opposite moves of a player (e.g. buying and selling thesame asset). The parameter m > 0 measures the risk asymmetry betweenbuying and selling positions. Analogies with quantum harmoni osillatorallow for the following haraterization of quantum market games. Theonstant hE desribes the minimal inlination of the player to risk. It isequal to the produt of the lowest eigenvalue of H(Pk;Qk) and 2�. 2� isin fat the minimal interval during whih it makes sense to measure thepro�t. Exept the ground state all the adiabati strategies H(Pk;Qk)j i =onst:j i are gi�ens [11,13℄ that is goods that do not obey the law of demandand supply. It should be noted here that in a general ase the operators Qkdo not ommute beause traders observe moves of other players and often ataordingly. One big bid an in�uene the market at least in a limited timespread. Therefore, it is natural to apply the formalism of nonommutativequantum mehanis where one onsiders[xi; xk℄ = i�ik := i� "ik : (4)The analysis of harmoni osillator in more than one dimension [18℄ implythat the parameter � modi�es the onstant }E ! q}2E +�2 and, aord-ingly, the eigenvalues of H(Pk;Qk). This has the natural interpretation thatmoves performed by other players an diminish or inrease one's inlinationto taking risk. 3. Market as a measuring apparatusWhen game allows a great number of players it is useful to onsider itas a two-players game: the trader j ik against the Rest of the World (RW).The onrete algorithm A may allow for an e�etive strategy of RW (fora su�iently large number of players the single player strategy should notin�uene the form of the RW strategy). If one onsiders the RW strategy itmakes sense to delare its simultaneous demand and supply states beausefor one player RW is a buyer and for another it is a seller. To desribesuh situation it is onvenient to use the Wigner formalism. The followingsubsetion desribe shortly various aspets of quantum markets.



3876 E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski3.1. Quantum Zeno e�etIf the market ontinuously measures the same strategy of the player,say the demand hqj i, and the proess is repeated su�iently often for thewhole market, then the pries given by some algorithm do not result fromthe supplying strategy hpj i of the player. The neessary ondition fordetermining the pro�t of the game is the transition of the player to the statehpj i. If many of the players simultaneously hange their strategies then thequotation proess may ollapse due to the lak of opposite moves. In thisway the quantum Zeno [20℄ e�et explains stok exhange rashes. Anotherexample of the quantum market Zeno e�et is the stabilization of pries ofan asset provided by a monopolist.3.2. Eigenstates of Q and PLet us suppose that the amplitudes for the strategies hqj ik or hpj ikthat have in�nite integrals of squares of their modules, (hqj ik 62 L2) havethe natural interpretation as the will of the k-th player of buying (selling)the amount dk (sk) of the asset G. So the strategy hqj ik = hqjai = Æ(q; a)means that in the ase of lassifying the player to the set fkdg, refusal ofbuying heaper than at  = ea and the will of buying at any prie equal orabove ea. In the ase of �measurement� in the set fkdg the player delares thewill of selling at any prie. The above interpretation is onsistent with theHeisenberg unertainty relation. The strategies hqj i2 = hqjai (or hpj i2 =hpjai) do not orrespond to the RW behavior beause the onditions d2; s2 >0, if always ful�lled, allow for unlimited pro�ts (the readiness to buy or sell Gat any prie). The demand and supply funtions give probabilities of omingo� transations in the game when the player uses the strategy hpjonst:i orhqjonst:i and RW, proposing the prie, uses the strategy �.3.3. Correlated oherent strategiesWe will de�ne orrelated oherent strategies as the eigenvetors of theannihilation operator CkCk(r; �) := 12��1 + irp1� r2�Qk + i�Pk ; (5)where r is the orrelation oe�ient r 2 [�1; 1℄, � > 0. In these strategiesbuying and selling transations are orrelated and the produt of disper-sions ful�lls the Heisenberg-like unertainty relation �p�qp1� r2 � }E2and is minimal. The annihilation operators Ck and their eigenvetors maybe parameterized by �p = }E2� , �q = �p1�r2 and r.



Quantum-Like Approah to Finanial Risk . . . 38773.4. Mixed states and thermal strategiesAording to lassis of game theory the biggest hoie of strategies isprovided by the mixed states �(p; q). The most interesting among them arethe thermal ones. They are haraterized by onstant inlination to risk,E(H(P;Q)) = onst: and maximal entropy. The Wigner measure for then-th exited state of harmoni osillator have the formWn(p; q)dpdq = (�1)n�}E e� 2H(p;q)}E! Ln(4H(p; q)}E! ) dpdq ; (6)where Ln is the n-th Laguerre polynomial. The mixed state �� deter-mined by the Wigner measures Wndpdq weighted by the Gibbs distributionwn(�) := e��n}E!P1k=0 e��k}E! have the form��(p; q)dpdq : = 1Xn=0wn(�)Wn(p; q)dpdq= !2� x e�xH(p;q)���x= 2}E! tanh(� }E!2 )dpdq:3.5. Market leared by quantum omputerWhen the algorithm A alulating in a separable Hilbert spae Hk doesnot know the players strategies it must hoose the basis in an arbitraryway. This may result in arbitrary long representations of the amplitudesof strategies. Therefore, the algorithm A should be looked for in the NP(Non-Polynomial) lass and quantum markets may be formed provided thequantum omputation tehnology is possible. Is the quantum arbitrage pos-sible only if there is a unique orrespondene between } and hE? Was thehypothetial evidene given by Robert Gi�en in the British Parliament the�rst ever desription of quantum phenomenon? The ommonly aepteduniversality of quantum theory should enourage physiist in looking fortraes quantum world in soial phenomena.4. ConlusionsWe think that the formalism of quantum theory may provide us withtools of unexpeted power that ombined with methods of game theory mayallow for muh deeper understanding of �nanial phenomena than it is usu-ally expeted. Let us quote the Editor's Note to Comlexity Digest 2001.27(4)(http://www.omdig.org) �It might be that while observing the due ere-monial of everyday market transation we are in fat observing apital �ows



3878 E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowskiresulting from quantum games eluding lassial desription. If human dei-sions an be traed to mirosopi quantum events one would expet thatnature would have taken advantage of quantum omputation in evolvingomplex brains. In that sense one ould indeed say that quantum omput-ers are playing their market games aording to quantum rules�. Duringthe past deade options gained a signi�ant position in apital turnover allover the world. It may mean that simple methods of maximization of pro�tbeame unsatisfatory. At present minimization of �nanial risk is playingthe key role. Lower risk means better prognoses for industrial and marketdevelopment and this results in higher pro�ts. Methods of minimazing the�nanial risk will beome a fous of investors attention. All this temptsus to formulate the quantum anthropi priniple of the following form. Atearlier ivilization stages markets are governed by lassial laws (as lassi-al logi prevailed in reasoning) but the inomparable e�ay of quantumalgorithms in multiplying pro�ts1 will result in quantum behavior prevailingover the lassial one. We envisage markets leared by quantum algorithms(omputers) [11, 21℄. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Madore et al., Eur. Phys. J. C16, 161 (2000).[2℄ A. Connes, Nonommutative Geometry, Aademi Press, London 1994.[3℄ J. Sªadkowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B25, 1255 (1994).[4℄ J. Sªadkowski, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, 3477 (1999).[5℄ H. Weyl, Z. Phys. 46, 1 (1927).[6℄ J. Moyal, Pro. Camb. Phil. So. 45, 99 (1949).[7℄ L. Lambertini, http://www.spbo.unibo.it/gopher/DSEC/370.pdf .[8℄ J. Eisert, M. Wilkens, M. Lewenstein, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 3077 (1999).[9℄ D. Meyer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 1052 (1999).[10℄ A. Iqbal, A.H. Tool, quant-ph/0104091.[11℄ E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski, submitted to Ann. of Statistis;ond-mat/0102174.[12℄ E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski, submitted to J. Phys. A; quant-ph/0106140.[13℄ E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski, submitted to Phys. Lett. A;quant-ph/0104006.[14℄ E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski, Physia A301, 441 (2001).[15℄ E.W. Piotrowski, J. Sªadkowski, submitted to J. Phys. A; quant-ph/0108017.1 Note the signi�ane of quantum phenomena in modern tehnologies and their in�u-ene on eonomis.
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